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Data: The World’s Most Valuable Resource
Conclusions
• “Big Data, Data Analytics, Data Science, AI, …”
The most significant trend in early 21st Century
• Extremely high expectations to transform ~ every human endeavor
• Enormous benefits and risks
• A new accelerated paradigm of discovery
• Data Science is in its infancy - has yet to emerge
• Fundamental challenges abound

1. Introduction
“Big Data” will transform ~every human endeavor

• Opportunities
• Cautions
• Threats
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Opportunities

Kepler Space
Telescope
Launch: March 6, 2009
Original Purpose: Exoplanets on 100,000 stars
Equipment: NASA’s Kepler Space telescope
Data: Telescopic images
Model: Luminosity dips as planet traverses star
Method: statistical analysis (@ scale, parallel)
Results July 2015
• Observing 190,000 stars
• 4,302 planet candidates
•
•
•
•

707 probably not planets
984 previously verified (ground truth)
1,284 probably (99%) are planets
1,327 probably (<99%) planets

• 219 discoveries
• 10 exoplanets
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Exoplanets: Planets come in different species: Why they do so is now emerging, The Economist, June 23, 2017

Kepler Details
• Scientific method: discover phenomenon, hypothesize (Why), experiment,
observe evidence (What), analyze, result (conditional)
• Unexpected Kepler Data Issues
• Volumes:
• Equipment: thermal sensitivity of the instrument, electronics noise, and
operational procedures; noise indistinguishable from signal
• Kepler Science Pipeline: rebuilt using multi-scale Bayesian Maximum A Priori
(msMAP) method of systematic error removal

• Models

• Domain knowledge: 100s+ years of astrophysics
• Star size (luminosity/spectrum + temperature, 100 years ago)
• Additional data source: Keck observatory, Hawaii

• Planet size: luminescence dips

• Results

• Exoplanet

• Planet types: < 0.5 rocky, no atmosphere |0.75 – 1.75 earth size | >1.75 Gas cloud + ice
• 10 exoplanets

• Data Science

• Pipeline: 80% of resources on data
• Data types
• Data products

• Models, methods, iterations, …
• Accelerated discovery: @ scale
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Big Data

If you are constantly amazed by X (Big Data), you still do not understand it
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Conflated Terminology
• Big Data
• Data Analytics
• Predictive modelling: extension of statistical modelling to Big Data

• Data Science
• AI (from popular press)
• Technology using domain-specific Big Data to make a specific decision (e.g.,
give an individual a loan) w.r.t. a specified goal (maximize lender profits)
• Spreadsheet on steroids, trained on big data.
• Can outperform human beings at a given task
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AI and Astrophysics
• Real time event driven detection and understanding
• Telescope: terrestrial, space, …
• NASA Mars Rover: samples
• Earth observation: natural disasters, …

• Interdisciplinary: atmospheric, planetary geologists, ontologies,
algorithms, visualization, infrastructure, AI (ML, DL), …
• Training
• Supervised
• Unsupervised

• Data collection, cleaning, integration, … big challenge

Seth Earley, Really, Really Big Data: NASA at the Forefront of Analytics, IT Pro, IEEE Computer Society, January/February 2016 8

Data Analytics Use Case Template
• Activity

• Domain knowledge: history - models, methods, results, …
• Discovery purpose
• What phenomenon
• What aspects - hypothesis

• Precision

• Basic Components

• Empirical design
• Equipment: data sources (Kepler, Keck, …)
• Data:

• Types: image, time series, text, vectors, …
• Properties: provenance, quality (multi-scale Bayesian Maximum A Priori)
• Models: Features, tuning, verification (ground truth)

• Methods (algorithms)

• Match algorithm to problem and data
• Tuning, iteration, verification
• Workflow / Pipeline: Kepler Science Pipeline

• Results
•
•
•
•

Accuracy, precision (2σ, 6σ, 14σ) Higgs Boson?
Probability
Error bounds
Causation versus correlation

• Technology

• Workflow system
• Data Science platform
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1.1 Opportunities

Pothole Patrol
• Activity:

• Domain knowledge
• Purpose
• Precision

• Components

• Empirical design
• Data:

• Sources
• Quality, provenance, correlations

• Models

• Features, tuning, verification (ground
truth)

• Methods (algorithms)

• Match algorithm to problem and data
• Tuning, iteration, verification

• Workflow / Pipeline
• Results
•
•
•
•

Accuracy, precision
Probability
Error bounds
Causation versus correlation

Opportunities Clearfit:

Performance Evaluation and Management
• Activity:

• Domain knowledge: 30+ years
• Purpose: Hiring, promotion, teams, …
• Precision: fit for role – skill match

• Components

• Empirical design: survey
• Data:

• Sources: employees, candidates
• Quality, provenance, correlations

• Models: 120 questions (↓)

• Features, tuning, verification (ground
truth): controlled experiments

• Methods (algorithms): data driven (↑)
• Match algorithm to problem and data
• Tuning, iteration, verification (trial and
error)

• Workflow / Pipeline
• Results (↓+ ↑)
•
•
•
•

Accuracy, precision
Probability
Error bounds
Causation versus correlation

https://www.clearfit.com/product/

1.2 Cautions
Cautions: What Can We Discover? Is it True?

• The web [data science] will revolutionize social science just as the
microscope and telescope transformed the natural sciences.
• Internet search => 8 trillion GB/day
• Discover: fears, desires, behaviors that drive us, conscious and
unconscious decisions, ...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much sex are people really having?
How many Americans are actually racist?
Is America experiencing a hidden back-alley abortion crisis?
Can you game the stock market?
Does violent entertainment increase the rate of violent crime?
Do parents treat sons differently from daughters?
How many people actually read the books they buy?

New Paradigm
Seth Stephens-Davidowitz, Everybody Lies: Big Data, New Data, and
What the Internet Can Tell Us About Who We Really Are, Dey Street Books, May 2017

Cautions

We Are All Social Scientists Now
• Big Data revolution promise: answer fundamental questions of
businesses, governments, and social sciences.
• Extensive experience with observational data [1]

• large datasets alone are insufficient for solving the most
pressing of society’s problems.
• expertly analyzing big data requires thoughtful
measurement, careful research design, and the creative
deployment of statistical techniques. … To truly yield
answers to society’s biggest problems, we must recognize
that it is as much about social science as it is about
computer science

New Paradigm
[1] Grimmer, J. We Are All Social Scientists Now: How Big Data, Machine Learning, and Causal Inference Work Together. PS: Political Science & Politics, 48(1), 2015
Truth and statistics: How to find out what people really think. Data mining is becoming more and more precise, The Economist, May 26, 2017

1.3 Threats
Threats: Power, Disruption, Revolution

• Threat of AI
• Technological singularity: since Industrial Revolution
• Artificial superintelligence will abruptly trigger runaway technological
growth, resulting in unfathomable changes to human civilization
• Ray Kurzweil, Google’s Director of Engineering, says 2045
• Future of Life Institute: Stephen Hawking, Elon Musk, Bill Gates, …

• Cyborgs augmented by Big Data + AI + Cloud + … [1]

[1] Yuval Noah Harari, Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow, Harvill Secker, September 2016

Threats
Threats: Power, Disruption, Revolution

• Real Threat of AI [1]
• Concentration of power and $: speech recognition, image recognition,
autonomous vehicles, Fintech, consumer internet market
• Top 1%
• World domination by the most powerful companies & countries

• USA: developed world, e.g., Amazon >> 3 cloud providers
• China: developing world
• E.g., Job / worker displacement

[1] Kai-Fu Lee, The Real Threat of Artificial Intelligence, New York Times, June 24, 2017

Threats

Employment Displacement

Walmart: $232 $B market cap / 2.1 M employees

+35 units =>

Threats

Democracy Chinese Social-Credit System

Is this different from personal information held by companies in the west?
Big data and government: China’s digital dictatorship – Worrying experiments with a new form of social control, The Economist, Dec 17th 2016
Big data, meet Big Brother: China invents the digital totalitarian state, The Economist, Dec 17th 2016

Threats

Nudging: Cambridge Analytica

Threats

Cambridge Analytica & The US Election
• Models:
• Voting: every political party has these
• Behavioral/psychological: OCEAN (Cambridge University, ~2005)
•
•
•
•
•

OPENNESS: Openness to new experiences. Do they enjoy new experiences?
CONSCIENTIOUSNESS: prefer order and habits Do they prefer plans and order?
EXTRAVERSION: How social they are. Do they like spending time with others?
AGREEABLENESS: Do they put people’s (society’s) needs before theirs?
NEUROTICISM: Do they tend to worry a lot?

• Data: 4K-5K data points on every voting US adult (220M)
• Data Analytics: for each US voter
• Behavioral/psychological profile
• Anticipated voting behaviour

• Use: Micro-targeting, 1:1 Marketing, Nudging
• 175,000 carefully tailored, individually targeted ads / messages
• Conscientious & neurotic: a rational and fear-based message, e.g., threat of a burglary and the value of a gun
(2nd amendment)
• Closed and agreeable (traditionalists: family, community, perhaps a grandfather who taught his grandson to
shoot): a graphic appealing to hunting with your da

• Send to individuals or flood (email, social media) to achieve goals
• Fund raising, Vote for Trump, Oppose Clinton, “fake news”, “distractions from issues”

• Alleged Previous Trials
• Africa, Eastern Europe, Iowa Caucuses (Ted Cruz), Brexit, 2016 US Election

2. Data: The World’s Most Valuable Resource
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Consequences (compare with oil)
• Politics: geo-, national, local, …
• Power / Control
• Trade
• Resource-based competition / war, e.g., rare-earth metals
• Environment: “data”-fracking
• Privacy: who owns data
• Terrorism / Crime
• WannaCry
• Petya

The World’s Most Valuable Companies:
21st Century Companies (6/23/17)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
=9
=9
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Apple $763 B USD
Alphabet $682
Microsoft $550
Amazon.com $480
Facebook $450
Berkshire Hathaway $414
Johnson & Johnson $368
Alibaba Group $361
Exxon Mobil $346
Tencent Holdings $346
JPMorgan Chase $308

1976
1996
1975
1994
2004
1839
1886
1999
1912
1998
1871

Disruption -> Transformation
21st Century Companies:
The Rise of the Data Entperise
• Amazon: online books → online retail → technology (Cloud) → anything (Whole Foods)
• Tesla: 25K cars, $57B #3 car company vs. GM ($54B), Honda ($50B), Ford ($46)
• Ford (#64) manufacturing → Information-technology company
• World’s largest diversified industrial conglomerates: GE (#13), Siemens (#63)
• Manufacturing → fully digital businesses (incl. data science)

• Markets
• Data Marketplaces failed
• Heterogeneous IoT Technology standards

Data more valuable than products

Big Data Revolution: Indicators (2014)

Gartner's 2014 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies

Big Data Revolution: Indicators (2015)
Gone!
• Big Data
• Data Science

Gartner's 2015 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies

Big Data Revolution: Google Trends
• Live Big Data Analytics
• Terms
•
•
•
•
•

Big Data
Data Analysis
Data science
AI
Machine Learning

• Compare with common terms
•
•
•
•

Trump
Democracy
Automobiles
Health care

Big Data Landscape: 1,000+ Companies
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Big Data, Data Analytics, Data Science, AI, …
Is
The most significant trend in early 21st Century
Accelerated Discovery
In every Domain

3. Big Data: History, Definition, Revolutions
• Pre-Big Data weather prediction
•
•
•
•
•

1860: wind, temperature, moisture, dew point, …
1922: 64,000 statisticians – Lewis Richardson
1940: computers, John von Neumann
1960s: satellites
2000s: infrared, microwave, humidity sounder, Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

• Post-Big Data weather prediction
•
•
•
•
•

Big Data + Big Compute +
Many models
Real-time
Precision
Probailities
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Big Data History
• 1960-1990: High Performance Computing: Astro-, Particle-physics
• 1980s: neural networks
• 1990s: HPC: Genomics
• 2003: Human genome sequenced
• 2000s: Map-Reduce/Hadoop
• 2004-5: released by Yahoo! used by Google, etc.
• 2008: Apache open sourced; abandoned by Yahoo!, Google, …

• 2006: 4th Paradigm of Scientific & Engineering Discovery/eScience (Gray)
• 2007-2014: Digital Universe [IDC/EMC/Dell]
• 2013: Big Data Revolution [1]
• 2016: 5th Paradigm of Discovery (Brodie)

[1] Mayer-Schönberger, V., & Cukier, K. (2013-03-05). Big Data: A Revolution That Will Transform How We Live, Work, and Think. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Big Data Definition (Wikipedia)
Big data is a term for data sets that are so large or complex that
traditional data processing applications are inadequate to deal with
them. Challenges include analysis, capture, data curation, search,
sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, querying, updating and
information privacy. The term "big data" often refers simply to the use
of predictive analytics, user behavior analytics, or certain other
advanced data analytics methods that extract value from data, and
seldom to a particular size of data set. "There is little doubt that the
quantities of data now available are indeed large, but that’s not the
most relevant characteristic of this new data ecosystem.”
Analysis of data sets can find new correlations to "spot business
trends, prevent diseases, combat crime and so on". Scientists, business
executives, practitioners of medicine, advertising and governments
alike regularly meet difficulties with large data-sets in areas including
Internet search, finance, urban informatics, and business informatics.
Scientists encounter limitations in e-Science work, including
meteorology, genomics, connectomics, complex physics simulations,
biology and environmental research.

Think of Data
Evidence of a phenomenon
as in an experiment or crime investigation
Evidence-based discovery (data-driven)
Evidence-supported discovery (theory driven)

3. Big Data: History, Definition, Revolutions
Not Big Data but the Ecosystem
• Big Data
• Nature / role of data as evidence of a phenomenon
• WHAT

✚ Data Analytics
• What you do with data to understand specific aspects of a phenomenon
• WHY
• “Complex” analytics of all kinds including AI

✚ Data Science: techniques and principles underlying ↑
✚ Big compute
✚ Architecture/storage: cloud, fog, …

Data Science Framework

Something more profound
going on …
A New Paradigm
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Revolutions: Profound Change
Industrial Revolutions overcome limitations
• Human labor
• 1st: 1784 England with mechanization of the textile industry – water & steam
• 2nd: 1870 America assembly lines and mass production – electricity

• Mental capacity using electronics and IT
• 3rd: 1960’s automate production in office, factories, science (standard model
of physics)

• Physical realm to physical + digital + biological
• 4th: 2020s computing and communications (Internet, AI, digital sensors, 3-D
printers, big data, nanotechnology) connect everybody and everything on
the planet, accelerate everything; creating Cyber-physical systems
• Example: scale requires that algorithms code themselves, learn, and evolve

Man’s Diminishing Self View
J.C.R Licklider, 1960
• Man master (center) of the universe: Copernicus – Helios-centric
universe
• Man, master of the earth: Darwin – man evolved from apes
• Man, master of his mind: Freud – man’s motivations outside his
control; modern psychology – minimize man-animal distinction
• Man, master of his day-to-day life: Automation – man is augmented
with computers, symbiotically, as assistants, with computers obeying
man

Homo Deus - God Complex: Shifts in man’s perception of man

• Homo sapien upgrade: AI, big data, and algorithms to do everything
from easing traffic to diagnosing cancer, transforming us into a new
breed of superhuman
• Tipping point: external algorithm understands you—your feelings,
emotions, choices, desires—better than you do => switch from
amplifying humans to making them redundant
• Sacrifice freedom (meaning) for power
• Secular humanism → Dataism

[1] Yuval Noah Harari, Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow, Harvill Secker, September 2016

